Practical economy of the equal opportunity of becoming an investor: two concrete economic proposals in order to unconcentrate investment capacities.
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Abstract: in order to practically improve the equal opportunity of becoming an investor, a zero interest loan is proposed, as well as an unavoidable tax on all the lucrative activities of the very wealthy.

Introduction: while it is common knowledge that communist countries concentrate investment capacities in the hands of the State, the work of Thomas Piketty[1] has shown that modern capitalism concentrates investment capacities in the hands of the children of the very wealthy.

1. First concrete proposal: by law, every adult citizen who has an education in investment or an experience with investment is eligible to a zero interest loan from the State in order to invest this money.

2. Second concrete proposal: an unavoidable tax in order to finance the first proposal: while it is common knowledge that very wealthy people and/or their corporations are often domiciled in tax havens, because their business activities and real estate activities can often occur in the territory of another sovereign State, it is possible for such a sovereign State to tax the lucrative activities made by all the very wealthy people of the world upon its sovereign territory in order to prioritize the businesses of the poorest and of the middle class.

Conclusion and a future proposal: These two previous proposals show that in order to improve the equal opportunity of becoming an investor, sovereign States do not need to wait for a future proposal of an economic union of States that enforce mandatory taxes on all transactions with tax havens.
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